
Keep trips to the grinder rare by storing several replacement needles
 inside the holder and re-sharpening them all at once when blunted

PRIMUS hard metal scriber

150 x 6 mm. New, high-quality needle for practical use. With clip, 
hexagonal handle and chrome-plated surface. The needle is firmly 
soldered in and therefore permanently connected to the handle. Can be 
re-sharpened up to a length of about 8 mm. Hard metal tip with red 
protective cover for transport. Packed individually in transparent bag.

150 x 8 mm. 
metal processing. With clip, hexagonal handle and chrome-plated 
surface. Needle firmly soldered in and therefore permanently 
connected to the handle. Can be re-sharpened up to a length of about
8 mm. Otherwise as before. Packed individually in transparent bag.

New, high-quality, heavy-duty needle. Specially suited for 

Article No. 260.1
Designation PRIMUS hard metal scriber

Packaging Individually in transparent package
Length 150 mm

Handle Ø 9,5 mm
Dimensions of

 replacement needle 35 x Ø 2 mm
Unit weight 24 g

Packaging unit 20 pieces
EAN code 4 033554 002608

Article No. 265.1
Designation PRIMUS hard metal replacement needle

Packaging 5 pieces in poly bag
Length 35 mm

Needle -Ø 2 mm
Unit weight 3 g

Packaging unit 4 poly bags in 1 pack. unit = 20 needles
EAN code 4 033554 002653

Article No. 270.1
Designation PROFI hard metal scriber

Packaging Individually in transparent bag
Length 150 mm 

Hexagonal handle 6 mm
Dimensions of

hard metal insert 14 x Ø 3,15 mm
Unit weight 37 g

Packaging unit 20 pieces
EAN code 4 033554 002707

Article No. 275.1
Designation PROFI hard metal scriber

Packaging Individually in transparent bag
Length 150 mm 

Hexagonal handle 8 mm
Dimensions of

hard metal insert 14 x Ø 3,15 mm
Unit weight 62 g

Packaging unit 20 pieces
EAN code 4 033554 002752

PRIMUS solid hard metal replacement needle
with twin tip to fit No. 260.1
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PROFI hard metal scriber, light-weight model

PROFI hard metal scriber, heavy-duty model

3 new

models
Hard metal twin tip saves costs
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Hard metal twin tip saves costs

Cost-saving hint:
Three additional needles can be 

deposited in the holder. Thus another 
trip to the grinding machine or the tool 

store becomes necessary only after 8 tips 
have been blunted - with a sevenfold saving of 

time and costs! Therefore don’t forget to include 
replace-ment needles in you order!

Ligth-weight, extremely handy scriber with silvery, lacquered plastic handle. 
The strong chuck ensures a firm grip on the needle while work is in pro-
gress.  Only after pressing the pushbutton, the feed mechanism releases 
the needle and transports it forward without allowing it to fall out.

With clip for attachment to a pocket - for protection, the needle is 
simply pushed back into the chuck head.

Solid, hard metal needle with sharpened twin tip and
35 mm length. Cost-efficient, can be re-sharpened 
from both sides up to a total of 10 mm.

Individual scriber in transparent package.


